Only Exceptional Performers Invited
CHALLENGE
When you bring in the world’s top entertainment venue designers to build an
iconic sports facility valued at $1.1B, filling the 1.75M sq ft structure with premium equipment that performs with the latest technology is the name of the game.
U.S. Bank Stadium, owned and operated by the Minnesota Sports Facilities Authority and home to the Minnesota Vikings football franchise, is big, bold and best-inbreed. Able to hold over 66,000 seated fans, the facility was designed by a team
known for unique world class facilities that are destinations in themselves. With
31,000 sq ft of video boards, 1,300 Wi-Fi access points, 2,000 HD televisions and
200,000 sq ft of glass surfaces, it’s no wonder the stadium’s technology capabilities
cost more than $60M. Both the facility owners and designers demand the best.

THE SOLUTION
While the stadium’s massive glass pitched roof has garnered the lion’s share of
the attention, it’s five hydraulically rotating entrance doors colossally scaled at
95 feet high by 50 feet wide that inspires their own share of awe. Said to be the
largest pivoting entirely glass doors in the world, they host a series of smaller entry
doors that serve as the daily gateway for tens of thousands. When you need the
most technologically advanced way to thwart flying pests and keep climatized air
inside and harsh winds outside, you call Mars.
Mars has long been the leading partner for those who deliver exceptional indoor
experiences. Now with 25 sizable Mars air curtains, fans experience a halo of
heated air during Minnesota winters and an invisible protective barrier from dust
and pests year ‘round. Down below, the dock doors that service a facility with over
430 food points of sale, have their own protection with a cluster of Mars industrial
air curtains designed for environments that need heavy-duty brawn. Later when the
stadium plays host to the 2018 Super Bowl, the 2019 NCAA Final Four and the 2017
and 2018 X Games, a long string of Mars air curtains will be on hand to do their part
to create a winning experience.
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MARS SUPERIOR CONSTRUCTION IS A
NATURAL PARTNER FOR TODAY’S NEXTGENERATION STADIUM EXPERIENCES

MAXIMIZE MONEY-MAKING INTERIOR SPACES

BALLS KEEP FLYING, PESTS GET GROUNDED
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TOP CHAINS ORDER UP PEAK PERFORMERS

MANAGING WIDE OPEN SPACES

While a Health Department code may prescribe air curtains to create
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solution of choice for the most demanding operators world-wide.

READY FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
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